
This guide is designed to give you an overview of the pricing within our Machinery Attachment range. 
For a detailed quote specific to your requirements, please call 1800 888 114 or request a quote online.

Pricing Guide Machinery Attachments
JAN 2023

HOOK-ON LIFTING BOOM
from $471

HOOK-ON TRAILER SPOTTER
from $469

HOOK-ON HAY SPEARS
from $441ea

HAY FORKS   
from $1,558 - $6,017

PALLET FORKS   
from $991 - $10,953

  Forks

SCOOP RAKES
from $3,633 - $3,917

LIFT RAKES
from $5,833 - $13,200

PUSH RAKES   
from $2,672 - $24,260

POWER RAKE BUCKETS
from $4,092 - $17,445

RAKE BUCKETS
from $2,449 - $6,865

  Buckets & Rakes

CLAMP GRAPPLES
from $4,527 - $14,151

CLAW GRAPPLES
from $9,750 - $15,358

POWER GRAPPLES
from $8,290 - $25,011

BRUSH GRAPPLES
from $6,155 - $9,041

ROCK GRAPPLES
from $4,682 - $7,619

  Grapples

TILT BUCKETS   
from $3,406 - $7,636

SIEVE BUCKETS   
from $1,459 - $3,910

ROCK PICKERS
from $18,074 - $29,742

HIGH CAPACITY BUCKETS   
from $2,995 - $9,112

GP BUCKETS   
from $2,356 - $14,704

  Buckets

STUMP GRINDERS
from $10,583 - $14,336

MULCHERS
from $21,962 - $39,231

STUMP GRAPPLES
from $4,516 - $6,325

STUMP BUCKETS
from $2,612 - $3,834

TREE / VINE PULLER
from $3,324 - $4,111

  Vegetation Control
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BRUSH CUTTER
from $15,657 - $17,907

MULCHING
from $8,705 - $11,114

EXTREME DUTY   
from $9,664 - $11,114

HEAVY DUTY  
from $6,727 - $9,562

  Slashers

MOUNTS / HITCHES
from $249 - $2,654

ADAPTER MOUNT
from $1,127 - $3,159

LOADING RAMPS
from $1,572 - $4,524

TRAILER SPOTTERS
from $1,069

LIFTING JIBS
from $1,444 - $5,516

  Miscellaneous

LEVEL BARS
from $2,211 - $2,544

DOZER / GRADER BLADES
from $8,308 - $28,983

ROTARY POWER GRADERS
from $20,811 - $32,244

RAMMERS / BREAKERS
from $9,420 - $24,627

RIPPERS
from $1,088 - $2,922

  Ground Engaging

CONCRETE KIBBLE
from $2,693 - $2,904

CONCRETE UNLOADING
from $3,890 - $4,195

MIXER BOWL
from $749 - $1,320

MIXER BUCKETS
from $6,465 - $24,351

  Concrete Equipment

BALE GRAB
from $3,627 - $4,810

HAYSPIN
from $4,755 - $5,552

UNDER CONVEYOR SCRAPER
from $2,926

  Cleaning Equipment   Hay Handling

BUCKET BROOMS   
from $6,172 - $7,350

CHAIN TRENCHERS
from $5,658 - $11,951

HUBS / ADAPTERS
from $74 - $365

AUGER EXTENSIONS
from $238 - $830

AUGERS
from $524 - $4,880

AUGER DRIVES
from $1,730 - $8,726

  Augers / Trenchers
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